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The influence of wind and the spatial layout of dwellings on fire 1 

spread in informal settlements in Cape Town. 2 

 3 

Abstract 4 
Fires in informal settlements are devastating to residents of these precarious urban environments. This 5 
paper highlights the use of spatial metrics and wind speed and direction for fire spread risk identification 6 
for informal settlement fires in Cape Town. Data on: fire incidents, dwelling footprints, and the wind 7 
conditions during a fire, are analysed both together and separately. Fire incidence data analysed with 8 
wind data reveals that the majority of fires occur in December with the most destructive fires taking 9 
place during moderate wind conditions. At higher wind speeds, the distance between the flame and 10 
adjacent dwelling is not reduced but the flame height is, leading to reduced radiation. Also, convective 11 
cooling at higher wind speeds increases the time-to-ignition and flashover of the adjacent dwelling. 12 
Analysis of dwelling data reveals that the average and standard deviation of distance to the first nearest 13 
neighbour together with edge density can be used to identify areas at risk of fire spread. A threshold 14 
approach using the distance to a dwelling’s first nearest neighbour together with the range in distance 15 
from the dwelling’s first to third nearest neighbours allow for the identification of specific dwellings 16 
within a settlement which are at risk of fire spread.   17 

Introduction 18 
Fires in informal settlements can result in thousands of people being left homeless in a single event and 19 
are recognised as a disaster in the developing world [1]. Cape Town is informally known as the fire 20 
capital of South Africa [2], whilst at the same time, Cape Town is well known for its strong winds. In 21 
this paper, the combination of fire and wind is explored in informal settlements in Cape Town. Wind is 22 
thought to have significant, though varied, effect on informal settlement fires. In the early stages of a 23 
fire in a single dwelling, strong winds may delay or even prevent flashover from occurring by increasing 24 
the required compartment heat release rate needed for the onset of flashover [3]. However, once a fire 25 
is fully developed in a dwelling, wind can contribute to through draft conditions which may increase 26 
the extent and heat release rate of a flaming plume venting from the windows or doors [4]. This not 27 
only reduces the time of fire spread to the closest neighbouring dwellings, but also enables the fire to 28 
spread across larger gaps between dwellings. Furthermore, it is widely known that wind increases 29 
oxygen supply, which leads to more rapid burning and creates air pressure differences that push flames 30 
and fire brands in the direction of new fuels. This ‘pushing’ effect [5] results in an increased  flame tilt 31 
angle (i.e. the angle between the centre line of the flame ejecting from the burning dwelling and the 32 
burning dwelling itself), which decreases the distance between the flames of the burning dwelling and 33 
the adjacent dwelling.  Data on the weather conditions at the time of a fire incident together with the 34 
damage caused by the fire can be used to explore these assertions for informal settlement fires in Cape 35 
Town. 36 

It has been stated by Walls et al. [6] that fire spread between dwellings occurs rapidly due to the close 37 
proximity of dwellings to each other as well as dwelling density, both of which vary from settlement to 38 
settlement. Therefore, the risk of fire spread is likely to vary from settlement to settlement dependant 39 
on these factors. Within-settlement variations in dwelling proximity and density will also contribute to 40 
varying within-settlement risk. Dwelling proximity can be represented by the distance of a dwelling to 41 
its nearest neighbour. Although the position of openings in the dwellings may exacerbate fire spread, 42 
all else being equal, it can be assumed that fire will spread to the object in closest proximity to the 43 
radiation source or flame.  44 

Spatial metrics can be used to describe morphological characteristics within the urban environment [7] 45 
and can be used to challenge or confirm assertions such as “ Fires spread rapidly through such densely 46 
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populated areas” [8], “Fires can start and spread easily in such locations due to a number of factors, 47 
including: ….high building density…” [9], and “…easily spread from one dwelling to another based on 48 
the close proximity of adjacent houses….” [8]. Thus from the perspective of fire spread, spatial metrics 49 
which consider dwelling density and proximity can be analysed against areas where historic fires have 50 
occurred. Thus in a further advancement of the understanding of fire spread risk, spatial metrics 51 
calculated for the historic fire areas are used to determine thresholds above or below which an area may 52 
be considered at risk of fire spread and at risk areas in informal settlements in Cape Town are identified 53 
on this basis. 54 

This research uses data from four independent sources to explore relationships between number of fire 55 
incidences and size of fires, time of year, weather conditions, and dwelling layouts: (1) a third party fire 56 
incidence dataset consisting of all recorded fire incidents (~99 000 records) within the City of Cape 57 
Town from 2009 to 2015, (2) hourly weather data for 10 years recorded by South African Weather 58 
Services at Cape Town International Airport, (3) dense time series of Sentinel-2 satellite images (64 59 
images) to map historic fires and Google Earth historic imagery to assist in validation, and (4) informal 60 
dwelling outlines captured digitally from high resolution aerial photography for all informal settlements 61 
in Cape Town (~115 000 polygons). 62 

Method 63 
The method (Figure 1) is divided into three subsections: (i) Fire incidence data collected by the City of 64 
Cape Town and weather data recorded by South African Weather Service is firstly analysed to 65 
understand the relationship between the size of fires, the month, and wind conditions. (ii) Remote 66 
sensing of dense time series Sentinel-2 data to map recent large historic informal settlement fires. (iii) 67 
Spatial metrics from the informal settlement dwellings for the fire areas mapped from remote sensing 68 
and threshold parameters for these metrics are obtained for the fire affected areas. These threshold 69 
parameters are applied to spatial metrics calculated for all informal settlement areas in Cape Town, and 70 
at risk areas are highlighted. Finally, the findings of each of the subsections are drawn together in the 71 
discussion. Here the effect of the wind speed on flame tilt angle and radiation is expanded and related 72 
to the risk parameters identified in the spatial metrics analysis. It must be noted that data on fire 73 
suppression with respect to the size of the fire prior to intervention is unknown. Thus, linkages to 74 
suppression activity cannot be made.  75 

Figure 1. Flowchart of methodology. 77 

An overview map highlighting the settlements and locations mentioned in this paper is shown in 78 
Figure 2 for reference.  79 
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Figure 2. Overview map indicating settlements mentioned in the paper and the location of Cape Town 81 
International Airport 82 

Fire incidence and the wind: 83 
The City of Cape Town collects and makes available to the public, all fire incidents to which city 84 
officials respond [10]. Data is currently available from 01 January 2009 to 31 December 2017 but due 85 
to data being inconsistently captured, only data from 01 January 2009 to 31 December 2015 is analysed 86 
as this represented the longest period of consistent capture of complete calendar years. Further, a manual 87 
data sorting and cleaning process is necessary to correctly classify all informal settlement fires.  88 

Hourly wind speed and direction data measured at a height of 10 m, obtained from South African 89 
Weather Services station at Cape Town International Airport are analysed against the fire incidence 90 
database. This weather station was selected since it, like most informal settlements in Cape Town, is 91 
located on the Cape Flats – a sandy plain stretching from the Table Mountain range in the west to the 92 
Helderberg Mountains in the East (mountain range in proximity of Somerset West on Figure 2). Wind 93 
conditions at Cape Town International Airport are thus likely to be representative of most informal 94 
settlements in Cape Town. The fire incidence data is matched to the weather station data using the time 95 
that the first call was received and wind data for the corresponding hour is analysed. The wind data can 96 
be analysed with the number of structures destroyed in each fire to test the extent wind speed and 97 
direction plays in the destruction wreaked by a fire. 98 

Remote sensing:  99 
Gibson et al [11] describe the change in reflectance of the Sentinel-2 Blue Band both at pixel level and 100 
cluster level across a time series to flag potential fires (Fire Extent Areas). Sentinel-2 was first launched 101 
in June 2015 and cloud free images of the study area were selected from that date onwards resulting in 102 
a dense time series of 64 images ranging in date from 16 February 2016 to 5 February 2019. The 103 
approach at pixel level relies on the sudden decrease in reflection in the immediate aftermath of a fire, 104 
as homes are burned and charred, followed by a sudden increase in reflection as old roofs are replaced 105 
with new metal roofs. At cluster level, the edge of the fire is detected through analysing the standard 106 
deviation in reflection between a pixel and its neighbours. A rapid change in the standard deviation 107 
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implies a sudden change in reflection for either a pixel or its neighbours and together with the change 108 
in reflection at pixel level, is used to flag a potential fire. These flags (Fire Extent Areas) are validated 109 
using a combination of Google Earth historical imagery to confirm the fire incident and approximate 110 
date, media reports of fire, and City of Cape Town high resolution aerial photography [12]. Using these 111 
stringent criteria, only true fire events are recorded and all false positives, such as those which occur 112 
through settlement expansion and densification, are removed. It is also possible to identify large fires 113 
which occurred before the date of the first image capture due to the high reflectance values of new roofs 114 
which were then verified against the fire incidence database.  115 

A spatial layer of informal dwelling footprints [13] for informal settlements in the City of Cape Town 116 
has been digitised through visual interpretation at a scale of 1: 200 from high resolution aerial 117 
photography captured by the City of Cape Town [12].  This layer is used to extract the dwellings 118 
affected by each of the identified historic fires. The actual aerial extent of the fires (Fire Extent Area) 119 
is obtained through drawing nearest neighbour connecting lines (using the proximity tools in ArcMap 120 
10.5) between dwellings affected by the fire and using these lines together with the outlines of the 121 
dwellings themselves to create Fire Extent Area polygons for each fire, as depicted in Figure 3.  122 

Figure 3. Fire Extent Area polygons are created with nearest neighbour (NN) connectors between 124 
dwellings affect by fire and, combined with the dwelling polygons, using these lines as the outermost 125 
boundary of the fire. 126 

Spatial metrics: 127 
Using the historic fire areas, spatial metrics for each Fire Extent Area are calculated to provide insight 128 
into the hypothesis that dwellings in close proximity and/or areas with high dwelling density promote 129 
the spread of informal settlement fires and can highlight both settlements at risk and within-settlement 130 
risk. 131 

To apply insights discovered through the spatial metrics analysis of Fire Extent Areas to the informal 132 
settlements in Cape Town, a geographical unit of analysis (GUA) must be determined. The most 133 
obvious choice of GUA would be a settlement but since individual settlements can vary significantly in 134 
size and many variations of spatial arrangement can be present within settlements, local variations will 135 
be lost if such a broad approach is taken. For example, a settlement may have a high dwelling density 136 
in part of the settlement (potentially representing high risk) and low density in other parts (representing 137 
low risk) however if the calculations of density metrics are carried out at settlement scale, an average 138 
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density will be returned in this scenario, missing identification of both high and low risk within the 139 
settlement. 140 

Therefore, a way of subdividing settlements into a meaningful GUA within the context of informal 141 
settlement fire is needed. A fire spread pathway approach [14] to identify the maximum fire size 142 
(assuming no intervention) that could occur using critical separation distance is selected. Cicione et al 143 
(in 3 separate papers, using 3 different techniques, i.e. from experiments measurements [15], from FDS 144 
simulations [16] and from robust analytical equations [17]) and Wang et al [18] independently estimated 145 
a critical separation of approximately 3 m for informal settlements in Cape Town. Thus, a critical 146 
separation distance of 3 m was selected to determine the geographical unit of analysis.  147 

The creation of the GUAs involve buffering all dwellings by half the critical separation distance (i.e. 148 
1.5 m) which then determines which dwellings pose a risk to each other in event of a fire as the method 149 
connects all dwellings within the critical separation distance of each other. Buffering back by the same 150 
distance, creates polygons of dwellings at risk of fire spread from each other. This method is visually 151 
illustrated in Figure 4. The buffering back by -1.5m is important in spatial metric calculations as the 152 
border of the GUA should correspond with the outermost perimeter of the dwellings on the edge of the 153 
GUA and the inter-dwelling spaces where dwellings are within 3m of each other are included in the 154 
GUA.  155 

Therefore, for delineating units of analysis, dwellings are buffered by 1.5m and the resulting dataset in 156 
turn buffered by -1.5m. The buffer lines are dissolved, and this results in polygons which can be 157 
considered the “Potential Fire Areas” and can be used as the GUA for the purposes of this research. If 158 
a smaller critical separation distance were to be used, then the number of potential fire areas would 159 
increase with an increase in the frequency of small Potential Fire Areas (PFAs). Should a larger 160 
separation distance be used, more large PFAs would be created with the total number of PFAs reduced. 161 

Figure 4. Method used to create Potential Fire Areas. Different colours represent different Potential Fire 163 
Areas. 164 

Landscape density (PLAND), Euclidean nearest neighbour distance (ENN) and edge density (ED) 165 
metrics were first investigated for informal settlement fires by Gibson et al.[19] and diagrams 166 
illustrating the calculation of the metrics are shown in that publication should the reader require further 167 
information. Here, these spatial metrics are calculated for the historic Fire Extent Areas obtained from 168 
remote sensing, and statistical analyses of these metrics are carried out. Expanding on the nearest 169 
neighbour metrics, normalised density of distances to dwellings’ first, second and third nearest 170 
neighbours (calculated using the proximity tool “Generate Near Table” in ArcGIS 10.5 and illustrated 171 
in Figure 5) can be considered in conjunction with the previously described spatial metrics.  172 
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Figure 5. Illustration of a dwelling’s first three nearest neighbours using dwelling 3 as an example. The 174 
points on the dwelling of origin located closest to its neighbours are marked as a point, as is the point 175 
on the target dwelling. 176 

Normalised density of distance to dwellings’ first, second and third nearest neighbours are calculated 177 
for the Fire Extent Area and compared against the normalised distances to neighbours in Potential Fire 178 
Areas and for all dwellings in the informal settlement dwelling database. Analysis of dwellings distance 179 
to first ENN against the range in distance from the same dwelling’s third ENN to first ENN is carried 180 
out for the Fire Extent Areas. Note that if the nearest neighbour is less than 10 cm, then the dwellings 181 
are assumed to be touching (the resolution of the aerial photography prevents precision below this value) 182 
and therefore multiple dwellings may be depicted as a single polygon. Threshold parameters obtained 183 
using the 75th percentiles of the range of values found in all Fire Extent Area are then applied to the 184 
“Potential Fire Areas” dataset to identify those areas deemed at risk on the basis of the spatial metrics. 185 
The percentile approach, rather than a maximum and minimum approach is to remove outliers from the 186 
analysis and the 75th percentile is used as this includes of the majority (75%) of measurements.  187 

Results 188 
This section is also subdivided into three subsections, namely: (i) Fire incidence and wind data, (ii) Fire 189 
Extent Areas, and (iii) Spatial metrics, with each subsection discussing the results of the corresponding 190 
method discussed above.   191 

Fire incidence and wind data 192 
Monthly analysis of the fire incidence database (2009 – 2015) of the total number of fires (Figure 6.a) 193 
and the number of structures destroyed in an individual fire by month (Figure 6.b), show that the 194 
majority of fires occur in December (count 278) followed by November (count 189). June, August and 195 
September have the lowest total number of fire incidents recorded with counts of 96, 95 & 95 196 
respectively. The number of structures destroyed presents a slightly different picture, however it must 197 
be noted that number of structures destroyed is estimated in the database and thus the accuracy of these 198 
numbers cannot be ascertained. However, as with the number of incidents, the highest number of 199 
structures destroyed is in December (count 2131, note anomalously high points in Figure 6.b) followed 200 
by November (count 2061). Anomalously, 1825 structures were destroyed in May, largely due to a 201 
single fire in Masiphumelele in May 2014, which can be seen as an outlier in Figure 6.b.   202 
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a. 

 

b. 

 
Figure 6. a. Number of fire incidences per month and b.  Number of structures destroyed in individual 203 
fires by month (note the log scale) from the City of Cape Town Fire Incidence Database. 204 

On the assumption that large fire spread is partially caused by high wind speed, the wind data from 205 
1 January 2009 to 31 December 2019, displayed in the box-and-whisker chart (Figure 7) confirms that 206 
November and December are indeed amongst the windiest months. Box-and-whisker charts divide the 207 
data into quartiles, thus the median line (50% percentile) is the line in the middle of the box with the 208 
upper and lower boundaries of the box representing the 75th and 25th percentile respectively. The 209 
whiskers represent the variation in the data outside of the first and third quartiles with the upper whisker 210 
plotted at the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range (or the maximum, whichever is lower). 211 
Similarly, the lower whisker is drawn at the 25th percentile minus 1.5 time the interquartile range (or 212 
the minimum, whichever is higher). Outliers are shown as points above or below the whiskers. January 213 
is recorded as the windiest month on average, however the number of fires (count 125) and the number 214 
of structures destroyed (972) do not reflect this.  215 

Figure 7. Box-and-whisker plot of wind speed by month at Cape Town International Airport (data from 217 
1 Jan 2009 – 31 Dec 2019). 218 

A box-and-whisker plot of the wind speed at the time of the fire incident against the number of structures 219 
destroyed (Figure 8.a and similarly represented on Figure 8.b) does not allow for the simplistic 220 
conclusion that the higher the wind speed, the more structures destroyed. Rather, it can be seen that the 221 
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most destructive fires occur at Beaufort Scale 2 (Light Breeze, 1.6 – 3.3 m.s-1) with fires destroying 222 
more than 100 structures not occurring in lighter wind conditions. The mean (marked with an x on 223 
Figure 8.a) and median number of structures destroyed are similar for Beaufort Scale 2, 3 (Gentle 224 
breeze, 3.4 – 5.5 m.s-1) and 4 (Moderate Breeze, 5.6 – 7.9 m.s-1), with some large destructive fires still 225 
occurring at the higher wind speeds corresponding to Beaufort Scale 5 (Fresh  Breeze, 8.0 – 10.7 m.s-226 
1) albeit less frequently. Figure 8.b shows the most destructive fires (on average) occur at around 3 m.s-227 
1 (Beaufort Scale 2) but the 95th percentile and maximum values indicate that very large fires occur at 228 
higher wind speeds too.   229 

a. 

 

b. 

 
Figure 8. a. Box-and-whisker graph of number of structures destroyed (Cape Town Fire Incidence 230 
database) in individual fires at each wind category (SAWS data). Note the use of a log scale on the y-231 
axis and b. Structures destroyed in fires at full range of wind speeds showing mean structures per fire 232 
on the primary vertical axis, and 5th percentile, 95th percentile and maximum number of structures 233 
destroyed in a single fire on the secondary vertical axis. 234 

The count and probability of fires starting and spreading under different wind conditions are illustrated 235 
in Figure 9. The data is analysed at three levels: wind conditions for all fires, wind conditions for fires 236 
which spread beyond the dwelling of origin (representing 33% of the sample) and fires which destroyed 237 
at least ten dwellings (the 90th percentile). These are the criteria used in the analysis shown in Figure 9 238 
but first the count of each wind condition is shown for comparative purposes (Figure 9a). The different 239 
criteria are shown in the rows with number of occurrences displayed in the “Count” column and the 240 
probability of fires occurring is displayed in the “Probability”.  241 

Figure 9b shows that fires predominantly start under prevailing wind conditions however the probability 242 
of fires starting (Figure 9c) is highest when wind blows from the SSW at speeds of 7 m.s-1 (Beaufort 243 
Scale 4) with a 20% probability of fire occurring in the hour with those conditions. A second peak in 244 
probability (12.5% probability) is when the wind blows from the ESE at 9 - 10 m.s-1 (Beaufort Scale 245 
5). The highest count of fires spreading beyond the dwelling of origin (Figure 9d) occurs when the wind 246 
blows from SSE at a speed of just below 5 m.s-1 (Beaufort Scale 3), however the probability of these 247 
fires occurring (Figure 9e) is highest (12.5% probability) when the wind blows from ESE at higher 248 
speeds of around 10 m.s-1 (Beaufort Scale 5). The wind conditions for the number of fires destroying at 249 
least ten dwellings (Figure 9f) is similar to that of fires which spread beyond the dwelling of origin 250 
(Figure 9d), but the probability of fires destroying at least ten dwellings is more distributed with respect 251 
to direction, and wind speeds tend to be lower, ranging from approximately 3 to 8 m.s-1 (Beaufort Scale 252 
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3 and 4) and the probability of these occurring in the hour with these conditions being much lower and 253 
not exceeding 2%. 254 
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Figure 9. Wind conditions (direction on y axis and speed in m.s-1 on x axis) under which fires occur 255 
(count) and the probability of fires occurring and the size of the resulting fire. a. Count of all wind 256 
conditions, b. Count of wind conditions for all fires, c. Probability of wind conditions for all fires, d. 257 
Count of wind conditions for fires spreading beyond dwelling of origin, e. Probability of wind 258 
conditions for fires spreading beyond the dwelling of origin, f. Count of wind conditions for fires 259 
destroying more than ten dwellings, and g. Probability of wind conditions for fires destroying more 260 
than ten dwellings (note scale is order of magnitude less than previous probability plots in 9c, and 9e). 261 

Fires mapped using remote sensing 262 

The final dataset [20] of the confirmed Fire Extent Areas contains 46 polygons ranging in date from 17 263 
May 2014 to 21 November 2018. Analysis of the Fire Extent Areas with respect to number of fire 264 
incidents, size of the fire and the month of fire incident (Figure 10) reveals a similar trend to that 265 
obtained from the Fire Incidence data. The majority of fires occurred from October to December, three 266 
of the windiest months in Cape Town and the total area burned was highest in October and November. 267 
The winter months recorded both low number of fire incidents (Figure 10.a) and a lower Fire Extent 268 
Area (Figure 10.b).  269 

a.

 

b.

 
Figure 10.a. Number of fire incidents and b. Total Fire Extent Area (sum) by month from the historic 270 
fires mapped using remote sensing 271 
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Since it is possible that the remote sensing method of mapping fires did not detect all fires which may 272 
have occurred and thus the full range and distribution of fire size may not be present in this dataset, 273 
some measure is required to determine if the statistical distribution of the Fire Extent Areas is fit for 274 
comparison with the GUA (“Potential Fire Areas”). The Fire Extent Areas ranged in size from 345 m2 275 
to 27894 m2 (Table 1) and it can therefore be assumed that the minimum size of a fire which can be 276 
detected using the remote sensing method is 345 m2. For this reason, all polygons in the “Potential fire 277 
area” dataset which are less than 345 m2 in area are removed from the analysis. This resulted in 1278 278 
polygons for the City of Cape Town representing Potential Fire Areas ranging in size from 345 m2 to 279 
114 048 m2.  280 

The histograms for the Fire Extent Areas (Figure 11.a) and Potential Fire Areas (Figure 11.b) and 281 
descriptive statistics (Table 1) reveal a high positive kurtosis (Leptokurtic distribution) of Potential Fire 282 
Areas indicating a high probability of either extremely small or extremely large fires and although the 283 
kurtosis is also high (23) for Fire Extent Areas, it is significantly lower than the kurtosis for Potential 284 
Fire Areas (71.6). This implies that the Fire Extent Areas do not reflect the full range in size of potential 285 
fires, particularly with respect to larger areas (as shown by the larger positive skewness value for 286 
potential fire areas compared with actual fires). This could be due to fire suppression intervention which 287 
decreases the extent of an actual fire compared with its potential extent in the absence of fire 288 
suppression. 289 

Figure 11. Histogram showing frequency distribution of a. Fire Extent Areas and b. Potential Fire 290 
Areas.  291 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics (m2) of Fire Extent Areas and Potential Fire Areas 292 

Descriptive statistics Fire Extent Areas Potential Fire Areas 
Mean 2655 3396 
Median 1389 1165 
Standard Deviation 4502 7329 
Kurtosis 23.0 71.6 
Skewness 4.5 6.9 
Range 27548 113702 
Minimum 345 345 
Maximum 27894 114049 
Count 46 1278 

 293 

Spatial metrics 294 
Descriptive statistics for each spatial metric for the 46 Fire Extent Areas are compared with the 1278 295 
Potential Fire Areas in Table 2. 296 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of spatial metrics for Fire Extent Areas and (Potential Fire Areas) 297 
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Descriptive statistics PLAND 
Density,% 

Average ENN, m Standard deviation 
ENN, m 

 ED, m/ha 

Mean 81.5 (83.4) 0.34 (0.66) 0.21 (0.45) 5241 (5440) 
Median 80.3 (83.0) 0.33 (0.62) 0.18 (0.44) 5381 (5456) 
Standard Deviation 7.4 (4.2) 0.10 (0.27) 0.13 (0.18) 641 (721) 
Kurtosis 1.2 (1.0) 0.07 (3.9) 3.25 (1.55) -0.92 (1.55) 
Skewness -0.63 (0.6) 0.58 (1.39) 1.46 (0.69) -0.12 (-0.43) 
Range 37.0 (28.8) 0.41 (2.12) 0.65 (1.45) 2404 (6356) 
Minimum 59.9 (70.3) 0.18 (0.19) 0.03 (0.01) 4058 (1933) 
Maximum 96.9 (99.0) 0.59 (2.31) 0.68 (1.46) 6462 (8289) 

 298 

Analysis (Table 2) of the dwelling density for the Fire Extent Areas reveal generally high dwelling 299 
density ranging from 60.0% to 96.9% with a mean of 81.5% (median 80.3%). However when compared 300 
with the Potential Fire Areas, the dwelling density is lower for the Fire Extent Areas compared to the 301 
majority of Potential Fire Areas (min 70.3%, max 99.0%, mean 83.2%). Further the kurtosis and 302 
skewness of the two datasets reveal that the density of the Potential Fire Areas dataset is normally 303 
distributed with it being marginally skewed in the direction of high densities. The density of the Fire 304 
Extent Areas dataset reveals a skewness in the opposite direction with the probabilities of lower 305 
densities being higher than in the potential fire dataset. This may indicate that real fires regularly exceed 306 
the recommended safe critical separation distance of 3 m (note that the 3 m safe separation distance 307 
estimated by previous researches did not account for wind effect) – the distance used to create the 308 
Potential Fire Area dataset, or it may be an indication that the method to create the Potential Fire Areas 309 
is biased towards creating polygons with a high dwelling density as the polygon does not include all 310 
gaps between connected dwellings, only those gaps which are less than 3 m.  311 

For the average Euclidian nearest neighbour (ENN) calculation (Table 2), ENN distances of less than 312 
10 cm are removed and a merged dwelling is assumed. Since the spatial resolution of the aerial 313 
photography is 6 cm (one pixel equals 6 x 6 cm on the ground), a higher precision of measurement 314 
becomes meaningless. The results of the average ENN for the Fire Extent Areas reveal lower values for 315 
the first nearest neighbours (average 0.34 m) when compared with the Potential Fire Areas (0.66 m)  316 

Cumulative probability densities of the first, second and third ENN (Figure 12) show that for the first, 317 
second and third nearest neighbours, the probability of the distance between neighbours is most likely 318 
to be the smallest in the Fire Extent Areas dataset, followed by the Potential Fire Areas dataset and 319 
finally all informal dwellings dataset. This demonstrates that the nearest neighbour is an important 320 
parameter in contributing towards fire spread and it is not only the first nearest neighbour which plays 321 
a role but also second and third neighbours - likely demonstrating a more dense settlement.   322 
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a. 

 

b.  
 

c.  

Figure 12. Cumulative probability densities of distance to a. first, b. second, and c. third nearest 323 
neighbours for Fire Extent Areas, Potential Fire Areas and All (all dwellings in informal dwelling 324 
footprints layer, including those which fall in FEAs and PFAs).  325 

The results of the analysis of distance to first ENN against the range in distance from first to third ENN 326 
is shown in Figure 13 for All dwellings in informal settlements in Cape Town, Potential Fire Areas and 327 
the Fire Extent Areas. Again, it should be noted that the precision of the data is considered to be 0.1 m 328 
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and therefore measurements of less than 0.1 m are assumed to equal zero. It is apparent that both 329 
distance to first nearest neighbour and the range is smallest for the Fire Extent Areas, followed by the 330 
Potential Fire Areas and then All dwellings. This confirms the findings that dwellings in the Fire Extent 331 
Areas are constructed closer together than is typical across the rest of informal settlements in the City 332 
of Cape Town. The use of the buffering distance in creating the PFAs can be seen in the abrupt limit of 333 
the PFAs in Figure 13. 334 

Figure 13. Scatterplot of distance to first ENN (x-axis) against range in distance from first to third 336 
nearest neighbour (y-axis) for the Fire Extent Areas, the Potential Fire Areas and All dwellings in 337 
Cape Town’s informal settlements.  338 

The range of edge density (ED) values for the Fire Extent Areas is smaller than the Potential Fire Areas 339 
(Table 2) demonstrating that the edge density of Potential Fire Areas is more widely distributed (higher 340 
kurtosis) than in Fire Extent Areas. 341 

Thresholding spatial metrics 342 
A lower average ENN and standard deviation of ENN was found for the Fire Extent Areas when 343 
compared with the Potential Fire Areas. Contrary to generalised statement around density [8,9] the 344 
dwelling density does not appear to be a good indicator of fire spread risk, but edge density in the Fire 345 
Extent Areas covers a smaller range than in the Potential Fire Areas. It has also been stated [19] that 346 
combining spatial metrics may give more insight into fire spread risk than considering spatial metrics 347 
separately. On this basis, intermediate ED, low average ENN and low standard deviation of ENN 348 
indicate large dwellings consistently close together. The threshold values of these three spatial metrics 349 
are obtained by selecting the 75th percentile value for the Fire Extent Areas and these values - average 350 
ENN (0.39 m), standard deviation ENN (0.26 m), and for ED the interquartile range (4443 – 5161 m/ha) 351 
- are applied to the Potential Fire Areas dataset to highlight those areas which fulfil all three spatial 352 
metric criteria. The use of the 75th percentile ensures that the top quartile of average ENN and standard 353 
deviation ENN are retained. A higher threshold could have been selected, such as the 95th percentile, 354 
however since only the Potential Fire Areas which meet all three threshold values are retained, a higher 355 
threshold could lead to only outliers being retained. Applying these thresholds to the 1278 Potential 356 
Fire Areas, only 37 meet the high fire spread risk criteria.  357 

The largest ten Potential Fire Areas meeting the threshold conditions are identified and shown in Table 358 
3 and Figure 2. Two of the largest ten Potential Fire Areas fall within the Greater Khayelitsha area, 359 
three within Kosovo, with the known fire hotspots of Philippi, Masiphumelele, Imizamo Yethu and 360 
Doornbach also represented. Interestingly, all of the top ten largest Potential Fire Areas on the basis of 361 
these metrics have a dwelling density below the mean dwelling density for Potential Fire Areas (83.4%, 362 
see Table 1). It can also be seen that although the average ENN threshold is set at 0.39 m (for the whole 363 
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of Cape Town), the highest value in the top ten (Table 3) is 0.34 m implying that the threshold values 364 
for standard deviation ENN, and ED restrict the average ENN below the threshold value. This reinforces 365 
the importance of using more than one spatial metric as relying on one metric alone only captures a 366 
single aspect of fire risk within a settlement. 367 

Table 3. Ten largest Potential Fire Areas meeting the ENN and ED threshold criteria. 368 

ID Settlement Potential  
fire size, 
(m2 

Average  
ENN, 
m 

Standard  
Deviation 
 ENN, m 

Density,  
% 

ED, 
m/ha 

324 Kosovo 78 341 0.29 0.22 79.67 5 144 
597 Victoria Mxenge Khayelitsha 32 192 0.34 0.25 82.63 4 653 
744 Masiphumelele 30 046 0.34 0.26 80.58 4 651 
1198 Block 6 Philippi 21 605 0.33 0.23 80.60 5 119 
599 Victoria Mxenge Khayelitsha 20 172 0.34 0.25 81.28 4 475 
556 Doornbach (Dunoon) 16 866 0.27 0.19 80.09 4 826 
335 Kosovo 11 733 0.30 0.20 80.76 5 075 
908 Phola Park - Gugulethu 11 524 0.32 0.23 80.66 4 894 
808 YMCA – Imizamo Yethu 9 312 0.32 0.18 82.95 4 968 
347 Kosovo 8 666 0.29 0.25 81.82 4 851 

 369 
Thresholding of the analysis of the distance to first ENN against the range from first to third ENN using 370 
the 75th percentile value of both variables, allows for the identification of particular dwellings which 371 
are at risk of fire spread. It should however be noted that these threshold values were obtained from the 372 
46 Fire Extent Areas obtained and therefore the inclusion of additional fires into the data may change 373 
the threshold values. Thus, the dwellings not identified being at risk using this method cannot 374 
necessarily be described as immune from fire spread risk, however they are likely less at risk than the 375 
identified at-risk dwellings. The 75th percentile values are 0.38 m and 0.90 m for distance to first ENN 376 
and range respectively. The ENN 75th percentile value differs very slightly from the 0.39 m value 377 
reported above as if a dwelling with fewer than three nearest neighbours were excluded from this part 378 
of the analysis. This dataset is presented as a kmz in the supplementary information where TRUE equals 379 
a dwelling at risk of fire spread using the threshold method and FALSE does not.  380 

By way of example, using the results of settlements at risk in Table 3, maps (Figure 14) of the broader 381 
Kosovo settlement (Figure 14.a), Victoria Mxenge (Figure 14.b) and Masiphumelele (Figure 14.d) are 382 
displayed to illustrate high risk settlements, with the settlement of Klipfontein Glebe (Figure 14.c) 383 
selected as being representative of a more dispersed settlement [21]. In Figure 14 it can be seen that 384 
almost all dwellings in Kosovo are at risk of fire spread, whereas in Victoria Mxenge the narrow 385 
sections of the settlement contain dwellings least at risk – likely because they have fewer than three 386 
nearest neighbours. Klipfontein Glebe is largely dispersed and not at risk, however there are clusters of 387 
dwellings within the settlement which are at risk, particularly in the south. The outlines for known fires 388 
in Masiphumelele [22] are overlaid on the dwelling at risk map (Figure 14.d) demonstrating that this 389 
settlement has indeed been impacted by large fires with the largest fires occurring on 2 May 2011 and 390 
29 November 2015 in wind conditions: direction and speed of NW, 2.8 m.s-1 and SSW, 3.1 m.s-1 391 
respectively. The other fires which could be found in the fire incident database have their wind 392 
conditions and structures destroyed listed here: 14 January 2014, 27 structures destroyed, wind from 393 
SW at 1.2 m.s-1; 23 May 2014, 225 structures destroyed, wind from S at 2.2 m.s-1; 1 May 2015, 16 394 
structures destroyed, no wind. It should however be noted that the dwelling outlines displayed in Figure 395 
14 were captured from aerial photography dated February 2018 so the dwellings at risk are correct at 396 
that date. However, due to the fires, the dwelling outlines may have changed slightly, representing a 397 
slightly different risk at the time of the fire. 398 
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a.

 

b.

 

c.

 
 d. 

 
Figure 14. Dwellings at risk of fire spread in a. Kosovo, b. Victoria Mxenge, c. Klipfontien Glebe and 399 
d. Masiphumelele. 400 

Discussion 401 
From this research it has been shown that density alone is not a good predictor of fire severity, 402 
supporting the finding of early research [23]. In that research, although the metrics for dwelling density 403 
differed to PLAND used in this paper, it was found that the settlements of Imizamo Yethu and Joe Slovo 404 
both had areas which experienced high fire severity yet had only average to below average densities.  405 

The use of the first three ENNs allows for the identification of particular dwellings which are at risk of 406 
fire spread by using a threshold approach combining both first ENN and the range from first ENN to 407 
third ENN. This approach allows both for identification of dwellings at risk within settlements which 408 
were not identified as being high risk (such as Klipfontein Glebe) and also to give an idea of the 409 
proportion of dwellings at risk within the identified high risk settlements.   410 

Concerning how wind will affect fire spread through a settlement, it is important to understand how 411 
wind affects the compartment fire dynamics, particularly the heat transfer from one dwelling to another, 412 
as well as the possible flame impingement that occurs from flame plumes ejected at compartment 413 
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openings. Past studies have examined features of these plumes such as the heat flux to the wall above 414 
the opening and the temperature of the gases within the plume (e.g. [24]). In the informal settlement 415 
context, fire spread is from dwelling to dwelling, so it is key to understand the spatial position of the 416 
plume and heat transfer from the flame plume and the opening relative to an adjacent dwelling. 417 

The deflection of the flame plume as a result of wind can be described in simple terms. As the wind 418 
speed increases, both the vertical flame height and the distance between the flame tip and the target 419 
dwelling decrease, as depicted in Figure 15. The change of flame shape and position will change the 420 
configuration factor involved in radiative heat transfer, as will be discussed, and the extension of the 421 
flame will increase the probability of flame impingement at an adjacent dwelling.  422 

Figure 15. Visual illustration of how the flame height (Hf) and flame-target separation distance (s) 424 
change in the presence of wind. 425 

Correlations have been developed for estimating the position of the fire plume under no-wind and wind 426 
conditions. Many current methods (e.g [25–27]) are adapted versions of the well-known method of Law 427 
and O’Brien [28]. Using the method in EN 1991-1-2:2002 [29], the horizontal projected flame length 428 
(Lh) and vertical height above the opening (Lv) can be calculated from equations B.7 and B.8 in no-429 
wind conditions and B.20 and B.21 with wind. For three example square openings of side length 0.8m, 430 
1m and 1.2m, these dimensions were calculated (Figure 16). It was assumed that the heat release rate 431 
(�̇�𝑄) of the compartment is 3.5MW, which is comparable to experimental values from [30], with a total 432 
ventilation area (Av) of 2.5m2. 433 

 434 

Figure 16. External flame dimensions for different square openings as calculated by EN 1991-1-2:2002 435 
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Clearly, even under low wind speeds, the horizontal projection of the flame is expected to increase 436 
substantially from 0.5-0.8 m to 1.8-2.0 m. This will significantly increase the probability of flame 437 
impingement between dwellings. Referring back to Figure 12, this suggests that across all dwellings in 438 
the study area, the proportion of 1st ENNs within the equivalent distance to horizontal flame length rises 439 
from approximately 50% to 80%. For both 2nd and 3rd ENNs, this increase is in the region of 25% to 440 
40%. This analysis also implies that virtually all 1st ENNs across the identified PFAs lie within the 441 
calculated flame length under wind conditions. That is not to assume that all ENNs lie adjacent to an 442 
opening on a neighbouring dwelling, but for those which do, the proportion that lie within the flame 443 
impingement distance should increase comparably under wind conditions.  444 

However, from Figure 8 it is apparent that there is no notable increase in fire size from Beaufort Scale 445 
0 to 1 (0-0.5 m.s-1 to 0.6-1.5 m.s-1). It is proposed that [28] and subsequent models overestimate the 446 
flame length at lower wind speeds. Certainly, in other studies [25,31] it is apparent that the projection 447 
of the plume is more gradual than is implied in this model [28] when the wind speed rises above zero. 448 
Therefore, the method overestimates the horizontal projection of flame at low wind speeds. This error 449 
is also apparent in the following analysis of radiation from the plume and opening. 450 

From Figure 8, the number of dwellings destroyed by fire starts to decrease as the wind speed surpasses 451 
a Beaufort Scale of 4 (approximately 5.6-7.9 m.s-1) and confirmed in Figure 9.g, where it can be seen 452 
that the probability of large fires decreases after a wind speed of approximately 8 m.s-1. The authors 453 
postulate that this behaviour is as a result of a flame height tending to a minimum at increasing wind 454 
speeds whilst the horizontal projection tends to a maximum (i.e. the flame tilt angle tends to a 455 
maximum). In other words, the angle between the vertical line from the centre of a burning item (the 456 
window of the burning dwelling in this case) to the intersection of the wind-tilted flame axis has a limit. 457 
The radiation received at a given point from the flames ejecting out of a window of a burning dwelling 458 
can be described by the following equation [32]: 459 

�̇�𝑞𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖′′ =  𝜎𝜎∅𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓4     (1) 460 

where 𝜎𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67×10-11 kW/(m2 K4)); ∅ is the configuration factor 461 
between the flame and the receiver’s surfaces, 𝜀𝜀 is the emissivity of the flame; and 𝑇𝑇 is the temperature 462 
(K) of the flame. The configuration factor can be calculated as follows [32]: 463 

∅ =  ∫
cos𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 cos𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇

𝜋𝜋𝑠𝑠2
∙ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓
0     (2) 464 

where 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓 is the area of the flame’s surface emitting heat to the target dwelling and 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 (and 𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇) is the 465 
angle between the surface normal n̂f (and n̂T) and the line connecting dAf to dAT (of length s).  466 

Several mathematical models have been applied to develop on these numerical principles of radiation 467 
and evaluate the radiative heat flux at a distance from a compartment opening which is ejecting a flame. 468 
Each model presents slightly different methods for conceptualising the shape of the flame to enable 469 
calculation of the configuration factor(s). These models have been tested and compared against 470 
experimental data [33]. However, it does not appear any of these methods have yet been adapted to 471 
account for the effects of wind. Using the method of Chen and Francis [25], and inputting corrected 472 
flame lengths, heights and widths as per the previous calculations (see eqns. B.20-22 in [29]) the wind-473 
varying radiative heat flux at various lateral distances from the centre of the upper edge of a window 474 
can be evaluated (Figure 17). The calculations assume an opening of 1×1m, a plume gas emissivity of 475 
0.519 [26], and a flame temperature at the opening of 1150K [15]. The lateral distances shown in Figure 476 
17 were selected as they lie at or outside of the approximate 2 m flame impingement distance. This 477 
analysis shows that the deflection of a fire plume as a result of wind, not only increases the risk of flame 478 
impingement, but can increase heat fluxes in the further field above the critical heat fluxes (CHF) for 479 
materials that may be found in informal settlements [34]. However, as wind speeds approach and exceed 480 
10 m.s-1 the shortening of the vertical flame height as a result of the wind causes reductions in heat flux 481 
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back to levels comparable with no wind conditions, perhaps correlating to the reduction of fire size over 482 
Beaufort Scale 4 to 6 (Figure 8). There is a significant initial spike in heat flux from 0 to 1 m.s-1 which 483 
is again likely indicative of the conservative evaluation of horizontal flame projection at low wind 484 
speeds implicit within [28]. With the exception of this proposed error, the analysis provides a reasonable 485 
comparison with evidence from the fire incidence data (Figure 8a): wind has a maximal effect on fire 486 
spread at speeds of 1.6-3.3 m.s-1 (Beaufort 2), but at faster wind speeds actually starts to reduce the risk 487 
of spread relative to this maximum. 488 

 489 
Figure 17. Radiative heat flux at different opening-dwelling separation distances (d), showing CHFs 490 

for selected materials as per [34] 491 

The effect of the wind on the flame plume appears to be twofold in that it 1) extends the distance over 492 
which possible flame impingement, and subsequent ignition can occur, and 2) increases the radiative 493 
heat flux in the further field above critical values for ignition for some common materials in informal 494 
settlements. However, this analysis is far from complete and it is suggested that the effects of wind on 495 
compartment fire dynamics – particularly the lateral deflection of external plumes – should be a focus 496 
of further research given the current lack of studies on the subject. Small scale experiments have 497 
revealed that wind may increase the heat release rate of a compartment [35] – which will theoretically 498 
increase the projected flame height – and the gas temperature at openings [36], but robust correlations 499 
have not yet been developed for such tests or validated for applicability at full-scale. Such future 500 
advances in knowledge should be used to update the analyses laid out above. Consideration must also 501 
be made for multiple dwellings burning adjacent to each other: in experimental work [37] flame heights 502 
of up to 3 m above the openings were recorded at wind speeds in excess of 10 km.h-1 (2.8 m.s-1), over 503 
double the heights predicted in Figure 16. 504 

In addition to the deflection of external flames, the overall rate of fire spread in a settlement is also 505 
related to wind-dependant compartment fire growth. In the case of thermally thick compartments where 506 
convective losses are minimal, higher wind speeds increase the oxygen supply so reduce the time to 507 
flashover and increase the peak heat release rate of the fire [35]. However, for thermally thin 508 
compartments, where the walls are rapidly thermally penetrated, convective heat losses are more 509 
influential. Faster winds increase the  heat release rate required to initiate flashover in the compartment 510 
(HRRfo) [3], potentially delaying or even preventing flashover. The impact of wind on a single dwelling 511 
is therefore duplicitous in nature, having the potential to increase the time required to reach flashover 512 
but then decrease the time to spread to the next dwelling. Once the fire has spread beyond the origin 513 
dwelling to several others, the impact of these phenomena are less clear, with the wind clearly driving 514 
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fast rates of spread in large conflagrations [5,37]. Nevertheless, the overall effect of high winds delaying 515 
or preventing flashover is consistent with the finding that larger fires have tended to occur at light and 516 
moderate wind speeds (1.6-7.9 m.s-1) rather than higher wind speeds (>7.9 m.s-1) (Figure 8). 517 

It can be challenging to make direct comparisons between this work and other studies since the data 518 
resolution and metrics that are mapped vary. In the wider urban context it is rare that fire risk is mapped 519 
to individual buildings or dwellings. Many studies present mapped risk to the resolution of districts or 520 
neighbourhoods – this is the case for both physics-based fire spread models [38] and risk-metric models 521 
[39–41]. Where fire risk has been mapped at the resolution of individual buildings in formal contexts, 522 
such as [42], the concept of risk neglects risk of spread between buildings and only focuses on in-523 
building risk factors.  524 

Where dynamic fire spread models have been applied they may have the advantage of producing relative 525 
risk distributions across individual buildings at the cost of being computationally heavy [43], or map 526 
risk at a cellular-, rather than individual building-, level [44]. Therefore, the approach laid out in this 527 
paper is comparably a novel and effective method to use as a quick evaluation of risk, relying on 528 
relatively fewer metrics. It can also swiftly outline the inherent risk status of thousands of informal 529 
dwellings independent of a specific fire event.   530 

Finally, the possibility that the wind speeds and directions recorded at the weather station are not fully 531 
representative of all locations in Cape Town must be considered. The ideal scenario would be to have 532 
hourly wind data collected for a multitude of locations in close proximity to informal settlements. Future 533 
research could include the installation of a weather station within or on the boundary of settlements 534 
such as Masiphumelele which experience frequent and large fires.  535 

Conclusion 536 
This paper explored the effect of wind speed and direction on the size of fires of Cape Town’s informal 537 
settlements using a) Fire Incidence data collected by the City of Cape Town and b) fires identified using 538 
Sentinel-2 satellite imagery (Fire Extent Areas). Spatial metrics calculated using dwelling footprints 539 
captured from very high resolution aerial photography were analysed for the Fire Extent Areas to 540 
determine threshold values at which fire spread was likely to occur. To identify areas at risk of fire 541 
spread, a geographical unit of analysis was created using a safe critical separation distance of 3 m where 542 
dwellings within 3 m of each other were considered to belong to the same Potential Fire Area. Threshold 543 
values for spatial metrics of average nearest neighbour, standard deviation of nearest neighbour and 544 
edge density obtained from the Fire Extent Areas were applied to the Potential Fire Areas to identify 545 
the largest informal settlement areas in Cape Town at high risk of fire spread.  546 

The results showed that larger fires are generally associated with medium winds and large fires 547 
generally occur at the windy times of year but beyond a wind speed of approximately 8 m.s-1 large fires 548 
are less frequent. It is postulated that this is because above these speeds, the wind will not decrease the 549 
distance between the flame and adjacent dwelling any further, but the reduction in flame height will 550 
reduce the radiation to neighbouring dwellings. Additionally, higher wind speeds are associated with 551 
higher convective heat transfer coefficients, implying that convective cooling would have an increasing 552 
effect, increasing time-to-ignition and flashover of the next dwelling. Yet this should be treated with 553 
caution, since if a fire does manage to establish beyond the origin dwelling, moderate and strong winds 554 
can still drive large conflagrations to an extent that would not occur in the absence of wind. 555 
Additionally, current methods for assessing heat fluxes outside of a burning dwelling require future 556 
work to strengthen the analyses laid out in this paper. Some of these findings, such as the effect of the 557 
wind speed on flame length and radiative heat transfer, can be applied to settlements in other locations 558 
around the world. Other factors are likely to be geography specific such as the probability of fire 559 
occurring in certain wind conditions as this is a function of prevailing wind conditions in a location. 560 
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With respect to spatial metrics, it was found that dwelling density on its own is not a good predictor of 561 
fire spread risk, perhaps due to the method used to determine the Potential Fire Areas rather than the 562 
metric itself being unsuitable. It was however found that average nearest neighbour, standard deviation 563 
of nearest neighbour and edge density can be used in combination to identify areas at risk of fire spread, 564 
with edge density being the least important of the three metrics. Low values of these three metrics 565 
together possibly indicate large dwellings in consistent close proximity to each other. A threshold 566 
approach using the distance from a dwelling’s first nearest neighbour together with the range in distance 567 
from the dwelling’s first to third nearest neighbours allow for the identification of specific dwellings 568 
within a settlement which are at risk of fire spread.   569 

Although this paper has relied on large datasets from multiple sources, the detail in the data has led to 570 
only tentative conclusions being drawn. However, since the scientific study of informal settlement fires 571 
is relatively new, this paper represents new knowledge and highlights the possibilities of using spatial 572 
metrics and wind speed and direction for fire spread risk identification. 573 
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